


A hotel built with business 

sensibilities and deep-rooted 

traditional Japanese hospitality. 

Enso Hotel is a destination of

choice designed to offer respite 

for executive travellers through 

unparalleled all-round service

and ‘omotenashi’ experience.



Combining business and pleasure, 

guests will be pampered with the 

new business amenity that help

them stretch out after meetings, 

hold out a business conference 

anywhere in the hotel and

win projects deal in the fine 

dining establishment.

Enso has become is the ultimate 

choice for many modern 

travellers. This deluxe business 

hotel is known for its strategic 

location in the industrial

complex and its delivery of 

unrivalled service.



One of the top destination for all savvy executive 

travellers, Enso Hotel is crafted with business

functionality in mind- equipped with amenities 

where modern meets traditional.

Our hotel occupies the bustling industrial district, 

MM 2100, in the heart of Cikarang. All the 192 

rooms sprawled over the 10-floor building 

provide a personal space with relaxed ambience, 

intimacy and utmost comfort to every guests.

Perfect Place to Stay
for Your Business
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No details is spared to ensure guests’ 

maximum comfort during their stay. 

With traditional Japanese hospitality 

at its roots, Enso Hotel is headed by a 

team of dedicated staff to cater to the 

needs of every guests, ensuring an all-

rounded stay during their business trip.

Simple and understated, guests can 

expect a sense of ease when stepping 

into Enso Hotel.

Wholesome
‘Omotenashi’
Experience
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All rooms are compact and furnished 

minimalist design yet retain the 

elements of traditional Japanese

ambience to meet demands of

modern traveller.

Minimalism 
Meets Business 
Sensibilities

Each room is furnished with premium bedding,

soft-to-the-touch cotton, rain showers or bathtub 

for a long relaxing soak. Guests are able to select 

from the level of firmness of their pillows from the 

‘Pillow menu. A highly customised experience for that

maximum Enso hospitality experience.

Aesthetically 
Functional Design
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20 Sqm

Twin Bed or Queen Bed

Free WiFi

Rain Shower

Inclusive of Breakfast

PREMIERE ROOM
40 Sqm

Twin Bed or Queen Bed

Free WiFi

Bath Tub

Inclusive of Breakfast

Wheelchair Accessible
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All your dining needs will be 

taken care off at the fully decked 

restaurant. Guests are treated 

to regional-inspired flavours with 

Eastern touch by the highly-

trained chefs, offering wide 

variety of world-class cuisines

on a plate.

Dine and Drink2
0
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Ideal for corporate clientele 

and business travellers,

our function rooms are 

especially designed with 

business sensibilities.

The rooms feature spacious

work areas and complimentary

in-room internet access and

state-of-the-art audiovisual 

equipment to support the

most demanding presentations,

meetings or gathering.

Events &
Meetings
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Guests can sweat it out the dedicated

24-hour gym or take a dip in the pool,

or enjoy snacks and refreshments available 

on the deck and forget about work-related 

stress before a rigorous work schedule

the day after.

Relax &
Rejuvenate

Begin each day with renewed energy under 

the care of experienced therapists, who 

will restore balance and ease tight knots 

on the body.

The combined massage techniques will 

leave guests feeling refreshed and in 

perfect harmony.

Enso Spa
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Jl. Kalimantan Blok CA No.2-3
Kawasan MM2100, Cibitung, Jawa Barat
P  021-5060 3838    E  info@hotelenso.com
hotelenso.com


